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Goldbarth, Albert


Albert Goldbarth has received fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts and the Guggenheim Foundation. In addition to twice being awarded the National Book Critics Circle Award, Goldbarth’s poetry has been nominated for the National Book Award and the Los Angeles Times Book Prize. In 2008 he was awarded the Mark Twain Poetry Award from the Poetry Foundation. Goldbarth has taught for many years at Wichita State University, where he is the Adele Davis Distinguished Professor of Humanities.

- *Original Light* PS3557.O354 O7 1983

Taylor, Sam

- *Body of the World* PS3620.A967 B63 2005
- *Nude Descending an Empire* PS3620.A967 N83 2014

Taylor is the recipient of many awards, including the 2014-2015 Amy Lowell Poetry Traveling Scholarship, the Dobie Paisano Award, the Dorothy Sargent Rosenberg Prize, the James Michener Fellowship, and numerous residencies. He is currently an assistant professor in the MFA program at Wichita State University, where he teaches workshops and courses in poetic craft, modern and contemporary poetics, and ecology.

Hathaway, Jeanine

- *Self as Constellation* – The Vassar Miller Prize in Poetry PS3558.A746 S45 2002
- *Ex-Nun Poems* PS3558.A746 E9 2011

Bell, Marvin

- *A Probable Volume of Dreams* - Lamont Award from the Academy of American Poets PS3552.E52 P7
- *Stars Which See, Stars Which Do Not See* - finalist for the National Book Award PS3552.E52 S7
- *Nightworks* PS3552.E52 N54 2000
Cairns, Scott

- *Figures for the Ghost* PS3553.A3943 F54 1994
- *Translation of Babel* PS3553.A3943 T73 1990

Cairns has received fellowships from the Guggenheim Foundation and the National Endowment for the Humanities, and was awarded the Denise Levertov Award in 2014

Dunn, Stephen

- *Everything Else in the World* PS3554.U49 E84 2006
- *New & Selected Poems* (electronic resource)

Dunn’s other honors include the Academy Award for Literature, the James Wright Prize, and fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts and the New Jersey State Council on the Arts

Frost, Carol

- *Fearful Child* PS3556.R596 F4 1983
- *Pure* PS3556.R596 P87 1994
- *Venus & Don Juan* PS3556.R596 V46 1996

Awards and honors include two fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts, four Pushcart Prizes, and a Teacher/Scholar Award and grants from Hartwick College

Harper, Michael S.

- *History is Your Heartbeat* - Black Academy of Arts & Letters Award PS3558.A6248 H5
- *Dear John, Dear Coltrane* - National Book Award nominee PS3558.A6248 D4

Poet laureate of the state of Rhode Island (1988-1993) and has received many other honors, including a fellowship from the Guggenheim Foundation and a National Endowment for the Arts Creative Writing Award

McGriff, Michael

- *Dismantling the Hills* PS3613.C4973 D57 2008

McGriff was a Stegner Fellow at Stanford University, and his honors and awards include fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts and the Lannan Foundation and a Ruth Lilly Fellowship from Poetry. He is the recipient of a Balcones Prize and an Agnes Lynch Starrett Prize
Mueller, Lisel

- *The Need to Hold Still* – National Book Award PS3563.U35 N4

Other awards and honors include the Carl Sandburg Award, the Helen Bullis Award, the Ruth Lilly Prize, and a National Endowment for the Arts fellowship

Myers, Jack

- *As Long as You're Happy* – National Poetry Series PS3563.Y42 A7 1986
- *The Family War* – Texas Institute of Letters Award PS3563.Y42 F3


Oechster, Ed

- *Dancing on the Edges of Knives* - PS3565.C48 D3

Oechster's work has garnered awards from the National Endowment for the Arts and the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts. For his contributions to the arts, he received the George Garrett Award from the Association of Writers & Writing Programs in 2006 and the Pittsburgh Cultural Trusts' Creative Achievement Award in 2001

Plumly, Stanley

- *In the Outer Dark* - Delmore Schwartz Memorial Award PS3566.L78 I5
- *Out-of-the-Body Travel* - William Carlos Williams Award and was nominated for the National Book Critics Circle Award PS3566.L78 O9 1977
- *Old Heart* - PS3566.L78 O43 2007

Honors include a Guggenheim Fellowship, an Ingram-Merrill Foundation Fellowship, and a National Endowment for the Arts grant

Ruefle, Mary

- *Selected Poems* PS3568.U36 A6 2011

recipient of numerous honors, including an Award in Literature from the American Academy of Arts and Letters, a Guggenheim Fellowship, a National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship, and a Whiting Award
Williams, C. K.

- *The Singing* - National Book Award
- *Flesh and Blood* - National Book Critics Circle Award

Among his many awards and honors were an American Academy of Arts and Letters Award, a Guggenheim Fellowship, the Lila Wallace-Reader’s Digest Award, the PEN/Voelcker Award for Poetry, and a Pushcart Prize. He served as a Chancellor of the Academy of American Poets

Taylor, Henry

- *The Flying Change* - Pulitzer Prize PS3570.A93 F59 1985

Taylor is the recipient of the Witter Bynner Foundation Poetry Prize from the American Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters, a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities, two fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts, and the Golden Crane Award of the Washington Chapter of the American Literary Translators Association

Zimmer, Paul

- *Family Reunion* - Arts and Letters Award in Literature from the American Academy of Arts and Letters PS3576.147 F3 1983

Zimmer has received various awards and honors for his poetry and prose, including six Pushcart Prizes, two National Endowment for the Arts Literature Fellowships, a Helen Bullis Memorial Award, and an Open Book Award from the American Society of Journalists and Authors, among others

Ramke, Bin

- *The Difference Between Night and Day* - Yale Younger Poets Prize PS3568.A446 D5 1978
- *The Massacre of the Innocents* - Iowa Poetry Prize [electronic resource]

Prufert, Kevin

- *In a Beautiful Country* - finalist for the Rilke Prize and listed as a 2011 Notable Book by the Academy of American Poets PS3566.R814 I6 2011

Prufert’s many honors and awards include fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts and the Lannan Foundation. He has received three Pushcart Prizes, awards from the Poetry Society of America, and the William Rockhill Nelson award
Pankey, Eric

- *For the New Year* - Walt Whitman Award PS3566.A575 F6 1984
- *Dismantling the Angel* - PS3566.A575 A6 2014

Honors include fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts, the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, and the Ingram Merrill Foundation

Bryan, Sharon

- Sharp Stars - Isabella Stewart Gardner Poetry Award 5575 B 45 (Special Collections)

Bryan’s awards include two National Endowment for the Arts fellowships in poetry

Blumenthal, Michael

- *Sympathetic Magic* - Water Mark Poets of North America First Book Prize PS3552.L849 S9

In 2009, Blumenthal received the poetry prize of the Society for Contemporary Literature in German. His other honors include fellowships from the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, the Ingram-Merrill Foundation, the National Endowment for the Arts, and the Rockefeller Foundation. In 1985, he was selected by the poet Howard Nemerov to receive the Lavan Younger Poets Prize from the Academy of American Poets

Ashley, Renee


Awards include a Great Lakes Colleges Association New Writers Award, a Pushcart Prize, a Kenyon Review Award for Literary Excellence, the Charles Angoff Award from The Literary Review, an American Literary Review Poetry Prize, The Robert Watson Literary Prize in Poetry from Greensboro Review, a Black Warrior Review Poetry Award, the Chelsea Poetry Award, The Open Voice Award in Poetry from the Writers Voice, West Side Y, NY, NY, and the Robert H. Winner Award and the Ruth Lake Memorial Award from the Poetry Society of America

Dana, Robert

- *Starting Out for the Difficult World* – Pulitzer Prize nominee PS3554.A5 S7 1987

Recipient of the Delmore Schwartz Memorial Award for Poetry, the Carl Sandburg Medal for Poetry, a Pushcart Prize, and the Rainer Maria Rilke Prize for Poetry. He was also the recipient of two National Endowment for the Arts Fellowships, and poet laureate for the State of Iowa, 2004-2008
Svoboda, Terese

- *All Aberration* PS3569.V6 A8 1985
- *Treason* PS3569.V6 T74 2002

Recipient of the Cecil Hemley Award, the Emily Dickinson Prize, and the Iowa Poetry Prize, as well as fellowships from the Guggenheim Foundation and the New York Foundation for the Arts.